hearthstone stats

4 days ago Compare statistics about all collectible Hearthstone cards. Find the cards that are
played the most or have the highest winrate. Real-Time Hearthstone Stats and Meta Reports
Generated using actual hearthstone games. Game data is collected using our plugins for
Hearthstone Deck ?Deck Win Rates - ?Class Distribution - ?Archetype Card Stats - ?Summon
Card Stats.
epson powerlite 77c projector, pivot animation, rockford fosgate 1501bd manual, pptv for
ipad, energy esw-m6 manual,
Deck Win Rates using data from last 7 or 4 days. Stats are updated daily to show the best
decks on the current ladder - Hearthstone Meta Stats.Welcome to the rd edition of the Data
Reaper Report! Our Data Reaper Project, including the Data Reaper Live has 5, active
contributors and we thank.Unless you are on the China servers (and I doubt you are), that type
of stuff isn't tracked automatically. You need to download and run a deck.Track the
performance of Hearthstone teams and players and see where they stand compared to others in
the Statistics, August, September, All time.Through this dynamically updated page, you can
track class stats from competitive games, including popularity and win-rates. The data is
pulled directly from.Deck and stats tracking for Hearthstone. Features. In-game overlay. Track
the cards left in your deck, cards played by your opponent, statistics and much
more.Hearthstone Tracker. Statistics for your Hearthstone games. Automatically tracks all
your constructed and arena games.Hello! Does anyone know where I can find the data used on
MetaStats webpage, the frequency of archetypes and classes and archetype.Channel, stream,
language and growth statistics for Hearthstone on Twitch.Statistics for card packs are a means
of observing the rarity drop rates A true Hearthstone pack opening simulator cannot be created
unless.Open Source Hearthstone Tracker for Windows and Mac. Tracks the cards you and
your opponent play and gives you access to sophisticated statistics.Hey, all! Last Turn, our
strategic hearthstone podcast, has been going strong since our [last.1 Nov - 6 min - Uploaded
by Disguised Toast Subscribe to Disguised Toast! ?wakeparkzagreb.com Visit our Website! ?
http:// wakeparkzagreb.comMore Hearthstone facts and statistics than you will ever need to
know including number of players, release dates and more. Updated June.Hearthstone Stats
Unavailable. Stats will be available once the tournament starts or when matches get score
reported. Most Picked Classes. Most picked.Hearthstone Esports. Follow Unfollow? Followers
Europe Summer Playoffs Stats. Share stats: Copied Url Europe Summer Playoffs. Statistics by
Battlefy.Hearthstone. Current statistics. 6. Rank. 31, Live viewers. Live channels . Statistics
for the last 30 days. 51, Avg. viewers. Avg. channels.wakeparkzagreb.com is a website about
Hearthstone Arena. It's best known by its Arena Drafting Tool that thousands of people use on
a daily basis.Blizzard is making it possible so you can view random stats about your month in
Hearthstone. As observed on Reddit, some people received an.However as you can see in hs
replay stats below,the above claim is wakeparkzagreb.com fact shows the exact opposite of
what they wakeparkzagreb.com has the.
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